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About This Game

Welcome to the lab! Your mission is simple. Solve increasingly difficult puzzles to collect orbs and unlock items and new
challenges. Want more? Head to the level editor to make your own creations to share with the world. Search from an online

repository of challenges people have published.

This game is VR enabled. If you have a VR headset, you can play and create puzzles entirely in virtual reality. Don't have a VR
headset? No worries! The game plays perfectly well in a traditional desktop environment.

Features

 47 in box puzzles with ramping difficulty

 Built in level editor to create and share your own creations

 Search, play, and rate user created puzzles online

 Over 36 unique entities to play with
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So, It is COOL! I played it to the end of 1 Chapter and it was really great. I enjoyed my evening. I am waiting for the next
chapters as in Kentucky Zero, because it is very interesting how it will develop.
The game has it minuses, but on the whole it is 4.9 / 5. The Game is too laggy. I've already spent a couple of hours with Just
Beat Em Up, and I'm going to continue.
It's a very good retro style beat them up.
I strongly recommend it. You won't regret trying it.. Super fun side-shooter, reminds me of my glory days playing Super R-
Type. So many custom weapon options, really enjoying it.. Graphics are pretty cool and simple, you forget rather quickly you're
sending scientists and priests to extend your cultural influence over planetary systems.

The game feels more like a puzzle game, and it's very rewarding to finally succeed at a level you failed ten times because you
committed too much on the wrong strategy.

Difficulty is very fluctuant. In some levels, you'll feel like the opponants are playing badly on purpose, and some other times
they use their abilities in an optimized way that doesn't leave you much hope.

Overall a very good game, with a nice setting.. ehhhh.... Interesting concept. The themes involving grim existentialism, anxiety,
and guilt were reminiscent of Kafka, which was neat, but overall I would not recommend purchasing this game. It's short and
rather depressing.. Great Game nice idea but more content will be great. I finished the game (my definition of finishing most
games is 100%ing the achieves) in 3.5 hours and I kinda wish it was longer.
It's a very nice time passing game, not much thought needs to go into it in order to unlock the different girls. I don't care much
about that anyway but I guess it's a nice feature, if you're into it. The girls are quite cute :)
As far as achievements, it's pretty easy to complete and the achieves themselves are pretty. Don't know if there's much
replayability to it after you've finished unlocking all the girls and all the achieves though.

I got it with a 90% off coupon so I think it was worth the price I paid for it
enjoy it if you get it :)
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I don't mind that the game is different and really not much of a game at all. While I love traditional gaming, I'm always
interested in trying something unique, and it was the apparent uniqueness of 4pm that made me want to try it out right away.

But even with those caveats, the game is slight. It takes maybe 20 minutes to complete, though I bet someone could do it in 5
minutes a second time through. Your interactivity with the game world is limited to walking forward and clicking on a small
handful of items, like answering machines and doors. The story is entirely linear until the finale when you're presented with a
series of choices, which I assume changes the ultimate outcome.

So since it's not much of a game in the traditional sense what we have left is the story, and it is an interesting one, albeit clumsy
and brief. Without wanting to give too much away your character appears to be a 20-something party girl, and the story is a
parable on alcoholism and memory, which is a refreshing change from the constant barrage of orcs and guns and blue haired
lolitas that constitute much of gaming.

Since Steam only offers a thumbs up or a thumbs down I'm not recommending it because it's just a little too sloppy in both story
and gameplay for 5 bucks, but on a 5-star scale I'd put it more at a 2 or 2.5, worth a go if you find any of the aforementioned
elements interesting.. Amazing game. Playing on Early Access right now. The game is playable, but a few bugs are slightly
boring to deal with (which is expected, since it is early access after all). However, patches are coming up very often and
improving drastically the experience. I can't wait for the full release.

Edit: Game is still being constantly updated, and improving quickly. Came back to it after a couple weeks, and almost all
frustrating things from before are gone!. I highly recommend this game. Its challenging, and casual. I love it and im not even a
poker player.. pretty good starter pack for anyone i reccomend this if u want a nice cheap but good starting point its a very good
pack and gives u enough stuff to boost u up a couple thousand powerscore. got this last christmas (2016) when I took Vive home
to show the family. It was a hit with everyone finding a fav game to play. My only notes would be that there does not seem to be
a very active online presence so you will be playing on your own and they have not updated the content since I got it last year so
the pier feels a bit empty. it would be nice to get a content update in time to go home for christmas again.

Monolith, Live! 2/22/2018:
Cosplay takes serious talent.

It takes hard work. It takes time, dedication, and discipline to learn the skills necessary to craft a costume all your own - and
many more still to hone them. That’s why this week we’re thrilled to be joined by Stef Sharp (@SharpStef), a coder by day and
an overwhelmingly talented cosplayer by the-rest-of-her-day! She’ll talk us through some of the skills she used to build the latest
version of her insanely detailed Eltariel cosplay.

From there, we’re going to go head-to-head with some of your strongest Fortresses, and give you a rundown on the week’s
Community Challenges.

We’ll see you this Thursday at 3 PM Pacific/ 6 PM Eastern[www.timeanddate.com] on Twitch[www.twitch.tv], YouTube
Gaming, and Mixer[mixer.com]!. Patch 4:
Hi Everyone,
Thank you for your patience. This patch contains the following:

Key bindings will now save
Changed weapon FX – should help with visibility
Vendors Trainers will now SORT
Tailoring is fixed
Teleport stone – if you lose/sell your portal stone you can now get a new one at the BIND Stone next to the inn
Be able to see your crafting level
Network optimization – Network traffic has been optimized and reduced for an overall improvement on the server load.
Slightly better load times
Dungeon fixes – fire grate timing is now synced, broken rooms have been fixed.
Fatal Errors – some have been fixed. Warning: there are still a couple we are aware of that the fix did not make it in to this
patch but we hope to include in a patch next week.
Grouping reliability improved – improvements on grouping and leaving groups. Notice: We have many additional grouping
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related improvements that we are still testing and should make it very reliable in a patch next week.

WORKING ON (coming very soon)
Further grouping improvements and finalization
Reducing Load times
Journal and analytics
Polish – Abilities / Crafting
Dungeon content – Revamp of dungeons with the correct creature/boss progression.
Difficulty improvements
Item scaling improvements
Further Quest activation for Everdale NPC’s
Tons of other bug/item/dungeon/player fixes as reported by you!

Additional Upcoming improvements:
Player preview at painter
Move to friend’s town
Move items between bags
ATI card fixes

Thank you for all your excellent feedback! We have a lot of improvements in store!

Warren
. Fixed a gamebreaking bug and updated the game:
I fixed the bug that broke the game if you found an easter egg. This wont happen now, but it will still happen (for some reason)
when you alt-tab out of the game. Also I added a lil easter egg inside an easter egg. Bet you cant find it :D

Divertic out. Animal couple 9 is released!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1058016/. My Next Game.. "Prison Ball: Full Blown" Due To Hit Steam Very Soon!:
This game is shaping up to be a lot of fun.. and laughs!

Check out my teaser trailer right HERE:
https://www.youtube.com/my_videos?ar=2&o=U. Update 1.0.2:
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Windowed mode;

Fixed minor bugs.

. Spend your "VR-money" in the Power-Up Update.:

Dear players,

with the weather becoming colder, there’s no better time to use your forehead warmer of choice (Oculus Rift or HTC Vive).

Another good reason is because we have a new update ready for you. And we consider this to be the best update since we
released.
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Say hello to Power-Ups!. 0.8.0.02 patch notes:

fixed armor module tooltips

fixed crash when opening design screen due to older version of characters.sqlite file

fixed an error with beam alchemy where rebuilding the ship interior was increasing the cost of firing beams by doubling
the list of contributing controllers

set a limit on the number of beam controllers which can interact in beam alchemy to 5 as was always intended

fixed a bug where the SSC faction was placing the waypoint to their data center on the wrong station

T2 door blueprint fixed (thus T2 corridors batch now properly includes them instead of T1 airlock)

T2 toilets added to blueprints (T2 corridors batch now unlocks them)

T2 conduit crossing added to blueprints (T2 corridors batch now unlocks them)

T2 corridor life support added to blueprints (T2 corridors batch now unlocks them)

T2 corridors completely obliterated from T2 loot tables including wide ones

T2 non-corridor life support added to blueprint and added to loot categories

removed floating text from the design screen backdrop

fixed a category type in the design screeen (Corridor*e*s)
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